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ABSTRACT

We stress the simplicity and transparency of the language of optics

in discussing experiments with polarized beams and/or polarized targets.

The assumption that spinning nucleons only interact through a spin-orbit

force, supplemented with our general knowledge about the impact parameter

structure of the proton yields a one parameter model for all polarization

parameters consistent with the available data. The relation between the

s-channel optical language and the t-channel exchange language is discussed.

We also propose possible applications to purely peripheral reactions.



I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments with the Argonne ZGS polarized proton beam have recently

provided new information on polarization parameters in proton proton elastic

scattering. ' These and future experiments definitely provide the basis

for a second glance and hopefully a deeper probe of the phenomenology of

high energy interactions of nucleons.

Speaking as a theorist, the beauty of experiments with polarized beams

and targets lies in their conceptual simplicity. It is very unfortunate

that this conceptual simplicity is not matched by an equally transparent

theoretical interpretation. Indeed, in principle elastic proton proton

scattering is mediated by the combined effect of natural and unnatural

parity exchanges distributed over five possible helicity states. It is

beyond the scope of our present models to give a detailed description of

all exchange amplitudes, making reliable predictions impossible especially

at larger angles. Even an "after the fact" interpretation of the data can

be rather complicated or superficial.

It is the purpose of this paper to present the language of optics as

an alternative to the Regge formalism. We review recent calculations of

polarization parameters in nucleon nucleon scattering using an optical model.

Me emphasize:

i) the inherent simplicity of the language of optics in discussing and

interpreting experiments with polarized proton beams and/or polarized

proton targets,

ii) how our general information on the impact parameter structure of the

proton combined with the assumption that polarized protons predominantly

interact through a spin-orbit force yields predictions for the magnitude

and angular dependence of all proton proton polarization parameters in



terms of a single constant parameter. The phenomenology is extremely

simple and agrees with existing measurements. Predictions for future

experiments are presented,

iii) that the optical calculations, although much more transparent and

straightforward than conventional Regge type of calculation, take auto-

matically into account important features of the t-channel exchanges,
i, 5

e.g. the suppression of unnatural parity exchange. ' Our calculations

6 7 8
are however, more intimately linked with diffraction models ' ' based

on the simplicity of scattering amplitudes in impact parameter and can

9 10
be readily incorporated in the specific Chou-Yang-Durand-Lipes '

version that qualitatively describes the trend of the differential cross

sections obtained with the CERN ISR, at least away from t = 0.

We emphasize in this review a semi-classical version of our model

based on shadow scattering off rotating targets. It allows "back of the

envelope" calculations of polarization parameters. A detailed knowledge

of the full theoretical formalism is unnecessary. We refer the interested

reader to Ref. 3.

In Section II we introduce the model discussing conventional polariza-

tion experiments performed with a polarized target only. We generalize it

to polarized beam measurements in Section III and confront it with the exist-

ing data. A glimpse into the full theoretical formalism is given in Section

IV, but can be skipped by the experimentalist who hopefully, has built up

enough enthusiams to be eager to see further predictions, discussed in

Section V.



II. CONVENTIONAL POLARIZATIONS IN THE OPTICAL MODEL

Before the advent of polarized proton beams in the energy range of a

few GeV, polarization experiments have been performed with polarized tar-

gets only. ' The asymmetry parameter P, measured with an unpoiarized

beam and a target transversely polarized to the reaction plane, has been

measured for several two body interactions for beam momenta up to 40 GeV/c.

Regge phenomenology was adequate in understanding the rich structure

14of polarizations in meson baryon interactions. E.g. the zero in the w-

nucleon elastic scattering polarization around -t * 0.6 corresponds to well

known structure in the p-exchange amplitudes at the same t value. The

structure in the proton proton polarization between -t - 0.8 and 1.0 remained

essentially a mystery. One could argue that our lack of understanding in

the nucleon-nucleon reaction is just a reflection of the much more complicated

exchange structure. Our approach will be different. As the proton proton

channel is exotic the p-w-f-A2 exchanges approximately cancel, so what we

are observing at 6 GeV/c is due to diffractive effects (or Pomeron exchange

amplitudes) unlike the structure in meson-nucieon polarization at corres-
U

ponding energies. Our previous analysis of the polarized beam measurement

strongly supports this approach.

In its simplest form our optical model can be described as shadow

scattering off rotating targets. As in all diffractive approaches to high

energy scattering the proton is considered to be an extended object. Con-

sider the scattering of an unpoiarized proton beam off a polarized target

(see Fig. 2a).
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Fig. 1: Contrasting interpretations of the structure observed In irN and NN
polarization.
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Fig. 2: High energy scattering off polarized protons interpreted as
shadow scattering off rotating targets (a). Equivalent inter-
pretation of polarized beams (b).



The polarized proton is represented as an extended rotating target. The

shadow see :ering off an unpolarized (non-rotating target) is described by

a scattering amplitude M(e), consequently

a - |M(6)|2 (1)

Here a is a shorthand notation for the unpolarized differential (not total!)

cross section. The effect of the rotation of the target (see Fig. 2a) is to

shift the shadow over a small angle 66. For a counterclockwise rotation of

the target (say spin up) one can imagine that the incoming wave is delayed

at the top and boosted at the bottom of the rotating target, yielding a

corresponding shift 66 of the shadow. For a clockwise rotation (spin down)

the argument can be repeated. We obtain again a rotation of the shadow,

but this time in the opposite direction (see again Fig. 2a). The polariza-

tion parameter P is by definition the asymmetry between the two cross sections

depicted In Fig. 2a, therefore*

P = . * « - [|H(6 + 66)| - lM(8 - 66)| ] (2)

Using the expansion in

M(e ± 66) - M(6) 1 66 !£•+.. (3)

Equation (2) can be written

Po - 66 • 2M |~ + ... (k)

As from Eq. (I)

we can rewrite our resulting polarization (4) as

P - 66 • i |2- (6)

This handwaving argument will be derived in Section IV.



The argument can be repeated with the incoming proton, not the target,

polarized (see Fig. 2b). Again, Eq. (6) will result from the argument,

simply reflecting the fact that one can measure P using either a polarized

beam or a polarized target.

Equation (6) implies that the polarization is the logarithmic deriva-

tive of the differential cross section. It implies of course, a strong

correlation between structure in the differential cross section and struc-

ture in the polarization. Structure in the polarization is expected at

angles where the differential cross section exhibits structure (dips, kinks,

. . . ) . This prediction is born out by data on a wide variety of two-body

reactions, the empirical evidence is so striking that it is not necessary

to dwell on it any longer.

Let me show on the contrary a striking illustration of Eq. (6), unfamiliar

to high energy physicists. Figure 3b shows diffraction scattering of deuterons

on tin. In the angular region where the polarization is measured the cross

section shows 6 diffraction dips. The derivative rf- of the differential

cross section therefore, changes sign 12 times, predicting 12 zeroes in the

polarization) They are indeed observed as shown in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 3: Scattering of 28.6 MeV
deuterons by 120-Sn as an
illustration of the
derivative relation (Eq. (6)).
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The relation also holds for transfer reactions. A sample is shown in

Fig. k. ' The prediction of Eq. (6) is shown as a dashed line and agrees

very well with the data. Actually most transfer reactions satisfy the

derivative relation in a very simple way. Due to their peripheral/my

a * JQ
2(k9) , (7)

k is the center of mass momentum. Therefore

P<J * TT- ' (8)

yields

Pa * 2 JQ(ke) J,(k9) (9)

As shown in Fig. 5 the I • •=• (nucleon) exchange in irN backward scattering

behaves like Eq. (7) (k9 •- R/-u* remember!), ir p backward polarization

shows a zero at u - -0.15 consistent with Eq. (9). At larger values of (-u)

Eq. (9) is most likely obscurred by a very important A-exchange contribution.

The lesson we learn is that in high energy as well as nuclear reactions t.ne

optical formalism might be applicable to non diffractive reactions. We

will come back to this point in Section IV.
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Fig. k: The derivative relation of Eq. (6) is compared with data for a
sample of transfer reactions (from Ref. 17).
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Fig. 5: An example of a peripheral interaction satisfying the derivative
relation for the polarization (Eqs. (7), (8), and (9). Figures
from Ref. 18.
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III. OPTICAL CALCULATION OF OTHER POLARIZATION PARAMETERS

The advent of a polarized proton beam allows us to corisfderably broaden

the scope of the discussion in the preceding paragraph. The extension of

our previous calculation can be dene with a symmetry argument depicted in Fig. 6.

M (0 + 280)
(c)

Fig. 6: Cooperative shifts of the shadow when both the beam and target
protons are polarized.

The effect of a spinning target and incoming proton are depicted in Fig. 6(a)

and (b) respectively. If both beam and target are polarized the symmetry of
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the system yields (see Fig. 6c)*

o + + - |M(6 + 266)|
2 (10)

If target and beam particle rotate in the same direction they shift the

shadow in a cooperative way producing a shift 266. Equtvalently

o + + - |M(6 - 266)|
2 (II)

and

a+^ - a + + - |M(e)|
2 (12)

Equation (12) reflects the fact that the shift on the shadow produced by

the beam and the target cancel each other If they have opposite polarization.

Using again the series expansion (4) our result for the polarized cross

sections can be written as

266 ^ - + 2 6 6 2 £ ^ + . . . (13)
a a

J ± . I - 266 2 l+ 2662 2i
O Or a

with

a' = ff. and a" s 2 " (16)
3 6 362

Equations (13) to (15) can be compared to the standard def in i t ion of the

polarizat ion parameters

da
<T|j Is a shorthand notation for —!£*• ; here f,j refer to the beam and
target polarizations transverse to the reaction plane.
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P stands for the usual asymmetry parameter and C measures the probability
nn

that the transverse polarizations of the beam and target particles aligne.

Identifying* Eqs. (13)-(15) with Eqs. (17)-(I9) yields

P = 68 •£- (20)

(21)

While P is determined by the derivative of the differential cross

section, our optical arguments yield that C is given by the second deriva-

tive with respect to angle (or /-t). To the extent that 66 is small, Eqs.

(20) and (21) tell us that C should be small in magnitude. Being propor-
2

tional to 68 , C is a second order polarization effect compared to the

asymmetry P. Anyway in Fig. 7 we confront relations (20) and (21) with the

data at p ) a b = 6 GeV/c. A best fit to the differential cross section data

shown in Fig. 7 was used to evaluate a1 and a". Equations (20) and (21) sub-

sequently predict P and C in terms of a single constant number 69 (inde-

pendent of angle!). The result is shown in Fig. 7.** Remark the structure

around -t = 0.8 in both polarization prarmeters. It corresponds to a break

in a that will develop at high energies into the first diffraction dip. Vie

predict P and C at smaller angles.

C is defined in terms of aj 'o2 not in terms of spins spS2 that is why
an?actor of 2 was taken out of Eq. (12). This point is completely ironed
out in paragraph IV where a more orthodox presentation of this model is made.

**ln Fig. 7 the normalization of P and C (68 and 56 respectively according
to the model) have been fitted independently. The detailed agreement with
the model depends on the particular fits. If anything the model prefers a
slightly smaller average C n n value. This trend could be confirmed or dis-
proved by measurements at small -t values.
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One can test the model in an alternative way. Given the differential

cross section ° one can calculate the polarized cross sections at+, o + + and

a n directly using Eqs. {13)-<15>- One single number 69 is fitted, the

result Is shown In Fig. 8, along with the cross section data and the polari-

zation P as determined by the polarized beam experiment of Ref. 2. Again

the polarized cross sections at smaller angles are predicted.

We finally point out that to first order In 66 the model satisfies the

relations previously derived In Ref. k from the general assumption that the

polarization effects are diffracttve In nature (Pomeron exchange)

a o
- 2 1 a 2 - - i 2 . « l + 2 P (22)
a a

Equations (22) and (23) are confronted with the data In Fig. 9. They are

In agreement with the data and extermely useful to get a rough estimate of

polarized differential cross sections at energies where the asymmetry P has
12been previously measured. A sample of energies is shown in Fig. 10.

To close this paragraph we anticipate two predictions of this model

that will be obtained later on, we mention them here for completeness. As

far as transverse polarization parameters is concerned two independent

quantities remain to be measured: the depolarization D and the polarization
nn

transfer K . 0 n n and K measure the probability that the transverse palari-

zation of the recoil particle alines with the target and the beam respectively.

We predict
D n n - I (24)

Knn " Cnn
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Fig. 7: Comparison of Eqs. (20) and (21) with data at p. . - 6 GeV/c. P and C are respectively
the first and second derivative of the differential cross section with respect to the angle.
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Fig. 8: Polarized cross sections measured at p. , • 6 GeV/c are confronted
with the optical model of Ref. 3.
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Fig. 9: Empirical tests of relations (22) and (23) at p. . * 6 GeV/c. The
right hand side of the above relations is shown Is a shaded area and
evaluated with data from Ref. 12. Data for a,, are from Ref. 2.
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A more detailed investigation of the model will show that D can actually
nn

deviate from 1 by amounts comparable to the magnitude of C (i.e. approxi-

mately 10%). Depolarizations have been measured recently for elastic scat-

tering of protons on a Be target at 25 HeV. The values of 0 are close to
221 over the whole angular range.
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IV. AN ORTHODOX FORMULATION OF THE OPTICAL MODEL

Reading the preceding pages an obvious question should come to the

mind of the ciritcal reader: it works, but is it physics? We will try to

briefly summarize our answer to this question. For more details we refer

to Ref. 3. We will show that the "back of the envelope" calculations per-

formed in preceding paragraphs are a feature of any model having the two

general features

I. nucleons interact through spin-orbit forces

II. the helicity flip amplitude Is peaked at the

edge of the no flip amplitude

b FQ(b) * F,(b) (26)

First a few clarifications about the assumptions. Assumption I implies

that we neglected all spin-spin and tensor forces and as we have shown, this

is consistent with the present data. As the data becomes more accurate

deviations from our previous analysis would most likely show the presence

of spin-spin or tensor forces. They can eventually be Incorporated into

the formalism we will further develop. Assumption II is a statement about

the relative shape of the flip and no-flip impact profiles (not about their

relative sizel). It is sufficient for our previous discussions to hold, that

Eq. (26) is satisfied in an approximate sense; it should not be looked upon

as a very strict relation (see Fig. 11).*

We start by writing the proton proton elastic scattering amplitude

in the eikonal approximation

d2b e 1 * * T(b) (27>

The kinematics is defined in Fig. 12. The momentum transfer q is the difference

The Durand-Lipes model'0 satisfies this relation exactly while absorption models
(see G. Kane, Ref. 5) definitely show this trend.
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of the outgoing momentum k1 and the incoming momentum k

q - k' - k

Ftg. ll:/1mpact profile of the helicity flip amplitude relative to the no-
flip amplitude in the optical model.

Fig. 12: Kinematics of proton proton scattering.

Furthermore in the small angle approximation

< 2 - "t - P T
2

(29)

(30)
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q = k9 (3D !

I

T(b) in Eq. (27) represents the proton profile. I t is related to the eikonai j

x(b) via the S-matrix

T(b) - 1 - S(b) (32) |

S(b) - e x ( b ) (33)

The impact parameter is identified with the angular momentum in the usual way

\

X(b) = 26.
6.

l
bk - I + ±- (35)

By taking into account the spin-orbit interaction of the protons, the

spinless amplitude M is transformed to

M(q) - 11 d2b e 1 ^ [1 - exp (-x<- + ixLS(o, + fy-t)]

(36)

The central interaction x (b) has been supplemented with an t't interaction

X L $(b). Straightforward calculation yields3 that

M(q) - Mo(q') (37)

with

q' - $ + x L S t x (a, + a2) (38)

In the high energy and small angle limit we can use the Bessel function rep-

resentation of the eikonai approximation, therefore from Eq. (37)

M(q) - 2wi | [1 - e"Xc] JQ(|q'|b) bdb (39)

From Eq. (39) we see that the final amplitude Is actually a function of q' only.

The net conclusion from Eqs. (37) to (39) is that the presence of an £•?

interaction results in a shift of the amplitude or differential cross section

q2 * q'2 + 6q2 (40)
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2 °* y

The shift <5q is determined by Eq. (38), i.e. by the strength of the L-S

coupling. At this point of course, we have justified our semi-classical

argument in the preceding praagraphs where the presence of spin implied a

shift in 0

M(9) -»• M(6 + 66) (41)
2

In principle we should have been using q • -t as a variable! In practice the

difference between this and the semi-classical formulation of our model are

small at 6 GeV/c beam momentum.

We obtained of course, at this point an explicit model and a complete

description of the various amplitudes. It is instructive to use the follow-

ing amplitude decomposition

M - MQ + H,^,+o2)-n + M2(a,-n)(a2-n) + H^(a} -q)

By identification of Eqs. (36) and (42) we obtain the various amplitudes

M Q « -2iri j e"
Xc JQ(qb) bdb (1»3)

M, « 2-rrlk | e'Xc XLS J^qb) b2db (kk)

7 [ -X ? J|(qb) ,
^ J A ^ [-L- J2(qb)] b

2db

Jl

for q, q' ^ 0. HQ, M? and H, are essentially the no-flip, single flip and

double flip s-channel helicity amplitudes with natural parity quantum numbers

in the t-channel; M, corresponds to unnatural parity exchange.

Using the additional assumption II any polarization parameter can be

calculated and compared with the experimental data as they accumulate in the

near future. Assumption II is actually equivalent to the statement that
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is slowly varying with b away from the edge of the proton (q ^ 0 ) , so it can

be replaced by its average value Xic- Let us calculate the asymmetry P as an

exampIe:

Pa •• -J-Tr M?2-n M
+ = 2MoM, + 0 (xj^) C»7)

Mo % I e"X

r
Ml % XLS I

Y

Equations (*t8) and C»9) follow from Eqs. Ct3) and (kk) and assumption II.

We assumed indeed that up to constants the impact profile of M and M.

(let us call them F (b) and F.(b) to recover popular language) are given by

FQ(b) -v e'
Xc (50)

F,(b) * b e"X<= (51)

Equations (50) and (51) obviously recover Eq. (26) or assumption II.

Equations (^7)-C*9) also yield our earlier result that the polarization is

he derivative of the differential cross section:

H, * ^ 8 - (52)

o » M Q
2 (53)

Pa - 2MoMi * f§- (54)

Other polarization parameters can be calculated along the same lines.

Before listing all the predictions of the model let me return to the applica-

bility of these ideas to peripheral (non-diffractive reactions). It is clear

that relation (54) can be obtained in a variety of circumstances. The reader
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can easily convince himself that relation (54) is recovered in the extreme

peripheral limit, when the impact profile of M and M. are 6-function.

One will have to wait for experiments with the so-called "R and A tar-

get" polarizable in the beam direction (k), as well as in the orthogonal

direction to the beam in the reaction plane (q) in order to achieve the

separation of various amplitudes and compare them with Eqs. Ct2)-(46) directly.
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V. FURTHER PREDICTIONS OF THE OPTICAL MODEL AND

ITS RELATION TO t-CHANNEL EXCHANGES

Vfe think that future phenomenological investigation of the simple cal-

culations presented in this paper are worthwhile. If one observes deviations

from our estimates, these can be most likely interpreted as evidence for

direct spin-spin (or tensor) interactions and do not just represent the

breakdown of "another" model.

First of all one could further pursue the empirical investigation of

Eq. (5*0 stating that the polarization is the derivative of the differential

cross section. As was shown in Fig. 7, structure around -t • 1 in the angular

distribution yields structure in the polarization at the same t value. We

know experimentally that the structure in a becomes more pronounced with in-

creasing energy and eventually develops in a respectable diffraction dip at

ISR energies. As the polarization Is the derivative of a, also the struc-

ture in the polarization should become more pronounced. This trend can be

seen from a data summary in Fig. 13. At 12 GeV/c the polarization completely

vanishes at -t = 1. Furthermore structure in the polarization could appear

at -t == 0.1 where a break in a has been observed at extermely high energies.

If this structure is present in the few GeV range, polarizations measured

with a polarized beam for small values of -t could reveal corresponding struc-

22

ture in P. The present data is inconclusive.

The derivative relation could also be Investigated for purely peripheral

reactions where no Pomeron exchange is present. An ideal testing ground is

n p backward scattering, ..here the A exchange could satisfy the derivative

relation because of a purely peripheral structure of its amplitudes, as pointed

out in the preceding section, ir p •* 7r°n is another possible reaction.

A more frontal attack of the optical model is, of course, the measurement

of other polarization parameters. Using the approximation of Xi c introduced
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Fig. 13: Energy dependence of the proton proton polarization. Figure is taken

from Ref. 12.
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in Eq. (kS) we can rewrite the spin amplitudes of Eq. C»4)-(46) in a simplified

way

- a M«
Ml " k *LS * T (55)

M, - kZ XLS —T (56)
* 3q

rS8- (57)

Given the amplitudes M., M. and H, straightforward calculations yield the

other polarization parameters in terms of the leading diffracitve amplitude

M , determined by the differential cross section. As examples we calculate

C , K and 0 . The results were anticipated and discussed in Section IIInn nn nn

Cnn°

K n n *

" 7

* 2

•I

=> 2

Tr M(<

Tr(c, •

M,
2
 +

V")(S2-

2MOM2

n) H(J2.

2HoM2

n) M

S u+

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

Dnn a - j-Tr(?,-n) M(o,-n) M* (6k)

= a (65)

The polarization parameters C , K and D can of course, be defined and

eventually measured for the two directions orthogonal to n. We will call

them I (longitudinal with the incoming particle) and q (In the reaction plane
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orthogonal to i). We obtain the following summary of results

r „ . K n . XZ t2"L <J • l\ O m A
fin nn

"m " " "«« ° " Dqq " * °

Other polarization parameters are expected to be small (i.e. order Xi «)•

Above predictions are expected to be approximately satisfied to the same

order.

Finally a comment about the t-channei structure of the model. The

decomposition of the various polarization parameters in terms of s-channel

helicity amplitudes with definite t-channel quantum numbers has been cal-

culated and summarized in Ref. *». It was also pointed out that useful

information on polarization parameters can be obtained from the well known

fact that around 6 GeV/c the natural parity exchange amplitudes (N , N., and

N.) dominate. The unnatural parity exchange (* and A) are contained in N,

as was pointed out in Section III. It turns out that the H, amplitude is

strongly suppressed in the optical model. Therefore predictions of exchange

models that follow from the suppression of unnatural parity quantum numbers

are automatically recovered in the optical model. The unnatural parity ex-

change part H, is mainly suppressed because it is second order in the x L S

potential (see Eq. (46)). but part of the suppression is dynamical.
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